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Abstract A common mechanism to assess trust in crowdworkers is to have them answer gold tasks. However,
assigning gold tasks to all workers reduces the efficiency of the platform. We propose a mechanism that exploits
transitivity so that a worker can be certified as trusted by other trusted workers who solve common tasks. Thus, trust
can be derived from a smaller number of gold tasks assignment through multiple layers of peer relationship among the
workers, a model we call deep trust. We use the derived trust to incentivize workers for high quality work and show
that the resulting mechanism is dominant strategy incentive compatible. We also show that the mechanism satisfies
a notion of fairness in that the trust assessment (and thus the reward) of a worker in the limit is independent of the
quality of other workers.
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Introduction

As supervised machine learning algorithms require large amounts of labeled data, crowdsourcing has emerged as a
preferred method to conveniently obtain such data within reasonable budget constraints. Requesters publish their
unlabeled data on crowdsourcing platforms, multiple workers look at the data instances (HITs) and report their labels
for a small amount of money. Unfortunately, in this method there are no guarantees about the quality of labels. The
quality can get significantly degraded if tasks require some effort. Hence, there is a need to align the incentives of
crowdworkers and encourage them to provide quality data. This can be achieved by rewarding the workers with a
performance-based bonus in addition to the promised fixed payment.
One common way to reward the workers is to use gold standard tasks. The gold standard tasks are tasks for which
the correct answers are already known to the requester. These tasks don’t bring any additional value to the requester
and their sole purpose in crowdsourcing is quality control. Consider the common technique, in which the requester
inserts a set of gold standard tasks in the batch of tasks to be solved by every worker. In this technique, the payments to
the workers are made contingent on their performance on the gold tasks. Using the common assumption that workers
solve all tasks with same proficiency, the quality of workers’ answers can be judged based on their performance on the
gold tasks. Rewards based on this estimated quality incentivizes every worker for performing high quality work as a
dominant strategy (i.e. independent of the quality of other workers). However, it is not difficult to see the weakness of
this technique. Since every worker solves gold tasks and the requester already knows their correct answers, it leads to
a waste of task budget of the requester. Moreover, to reduce the variance in the payments, one may require a sufficient
number of gold tasks to be solved by every worker. This further amplifies the problem of task budget waste. Also,
note that the technique only works if the identity of gold tasks in not leaked. If the requester uses the same gold set
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repeatedly, there is a risk of the gold tasks being leaked [22]. On the other hand, using a different gold set every time
is not scalable.
In this paper, we introduce a novel reward mechanism that dominant strategy incentive compatibility while assigning gold tasks only to a small (constant) number of workers. We call our mechanism the Deep Bayesian Trust
Mechanism. The mechanism works for tasks that are objective in nature (i.e. for which there is an underlying ground
truth) and have discrete valued answers. We use the Dawid-Skene model for workers’ ability, which doesn’t require
the assumption that honest workers are able to always give correct answers. Since our mechanism ensures dominant
strategy incentive compatibility instead of only Nash equilibria, it takes care of the real world situation in which some
workers may inevitably deviate to different strategies.
Our mechanism is based on the observation that in large scale crowdsourcing settings, every worker reports answers
to many similar tasks and hence the joint distribution of their answers can be very useful in learning something about
one worker given some information about another worker. It starts by rewarding a fixed set of workers based on gold
tasks and then uses the answers provided by the workers on non-gold tasks as contributed gold tasks to reward more
workers. It continues this deep chain of arbitrary depth and exponentially increasing number of workers until all the
tasks have been solved by the required number of workers. Since the answers of any two workers solving common
tasks must be correlated, trusted information about the correctness of one worker also gives information about the
correctness of other workers. As we show in the paper, this can be done using the empirical estimate of the joint
distribution of their answers on common tasks and Bayes’ rule.
As fairness of algorithms affecting humans is becoming a critical issue, it is important to justify the fairness
of algorithms that determine payments of workers. We, perhaps for the first time, address the issue of fairness of
crowdsourcing reward mechanisms in a principled way and show that our mechanism ensures fair rewards to workers.
The summary of our main contributions is as follows :
• We propose a dominant strategy incentive compatible (DSIC) mechanism, called the Deep Bayesian Trust
Mechanism, which rewards a limited number of workers with gold tasks and the rest using peers’ answers.
• We define the notion of fairness in rewards for crowdworkers and show that our mechanism ensures fair rewards
to every worker.
• The DSIC and fairness result is stronger than the recently proposed unique Nash equilibrium result of [5] in
similar settings and doesn’t require any information about peers to be communicated to the workers.
• We show, through numerical simulations, the robustness of our mechanism to various reporting strategies of the
workers in different realistic scenarios. We also discuss results of a preliminary study conducted on Amazon
Mechanical Turk to support the use of our mechanism in improving the quality of responses.

2

Related Work

Quality control in crowdsourcing [12] is a well recognized research issue. On one hand, there are post processing
approaches [14, 27, 17] to clean/aggregate the data collected from different workers and on the other hand, there are
efforts to collect as high quality data as possible through better tasks design [15], assignment [19, 33] and incentives
schemes [10]. There are also approaches to make machine learning algorithms robust to quality issues in data collected
from crowdsourcing [21]. The approaches are complementary in nature. The root cause of the quality issues is the
strategic nature of workers [6] and their incentives [32, 16] not being properly aligned. This paper addresses the
problem of aligning the incentives of the workers.
The research in incentive schemes for crowdsourcing is divided into two categories. The first category of work
assumes no gold standard tasks to be available. Such schemes are called the peer-consistency schemes. The seminal
work in this category is due to Dasgupta and Ghosh [3]. It models the settings where workers’ invested effort determines their proficiency on binary evaluation tasks. The main idea in this work is to reward the workers for agreeing
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with one another on a given common task but also penalize them for blindly agreement. The penalty term is learned
from the statistics of the workers’ reports on other non-common tasks solved by them. The mechanism makes the
truthful equilibrium the most profitable equilibrium (except the permutation equilibria). The Peer Truth Serum [26]
generalizes this to non-binary settings and subjective tasks. The idea is to use the distribution of answers reported
for statistically similar tasks as the prior probability of answers for the task. A worker gets a reward that is inversely
proportional to the prior probability of his answer, but only if the answer matches the answer of a peer on the particular task. This mechanism shows similar incentive properties under the self-prediction assumption on workers’ beliefs.
Other results in this category of incentives scheme include [20, 24, 29, 2, 25, 30, 31, 29, 2, 18, 11]. All the peer
prediction mechanisms suffer from the problem of undesired equilibria.
The second category of work assumes there are some gold standard tasks available. The two works that are most
closely related to ours are the following. The mechanism of [8] randomly selects a few workers and spot checks only
those workers with an oracle. The rest of the workers are given a constant amount of reward. While it is theoretically
sufficient, a low probability increases the volatility of payments. The payments of the workers with gold sets need
to be scaled appropriately to ensure dominant strategy incentive compatibility. Attempt to reduce this volatility by
scaling up the constant payment will result in overall inflation of payments. Another undesired implication of low
probability spot checking is that it may take longer for workers to learn about the scheme. Finally, because of low
probability spot checking, the task requester would hardly get any idea of workers’ reliability. The mechanism of [5]
arranges workers in a hierarchy. The workers at the top of the hierarchy are evaluated by a trusted supervisor or oracle.
The workers below that level are evaluated by the workers above them. However, this scheme offers comparatively
weaker incentive compatibility (unique Nash equilibrium). For the result to hold, it is also required that workers are
aware of their level in the hierarchy.
Finally, there is also some interesting experimental work [9, 10] on evaluating the effect of incentive mechanism
in crowdsourcing.

3

Model

We consider large scale crowdsourcing settings where multiple workers provide answers of many micro-tasks requiring
human intelligence. The tasks are assumed to be of objective nature (i.e. they have a verifiable unknown ground truth
answer). The tasks have a discrete answer space {1, 2, ..., K} of size K. Examples of such tasks include identifying
the presence of a certain object in a given image, measuring the level of pollution at a given place according to a
certain standard, verifying the correctness of some objective information available on the web etc. For any task, our
model has three random variables. The first is the unknown ground truth G answer for the task. The second is the
worker i’s observed answer Xi that she obtains on solving the task. Xi is worker’s private information. The third is
the worker’s answer Yi that she actually reports (reveals) to the requester as her answer for the task. We use lower
case letters g, xi , yi ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} to denote realizations of these random variables and will drop the subscript i for
brevity, where it is not required.
Definition 1 (Proficiency Matrix). The proficiency matrix Ai for a worker i is a K × K right stochastic matrix with
element Ai [g, x], for g, x ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, being the probability of the worker obtaining answer to a task as x given
that the ground truth is g.
The definition of proficiency matrix is motivated by the Dawid-Skene model [4], which is a widely accepted model
in literature. The proficiency matrix models the ability of a worker to obtain correct answers in a very flexible way.
Every worker can have a different proficiency matrix that models bias towards each answer. The elements in every
row sum to 1 and so it is right stochastic.
Definition 2 (Strategy Matrix). The strategy matrix Si for a worker i is a K × K right stochastic matrix with element
Si [x, y], for x, y ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, being the probability of the worker’s reported answer on a task being y given that
her observed answer is x.
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The strategy matrix models every possible strategy that a worker may play in revealing her private information
(obtained answer x). Two of the most common strategies are the honest (or truthful) and heuristic strategies as defined
below. Mixed strategies, for example being truthful and heuristic with certain probabilities, can also be modeled with
this strategy matrix using a convex combination of the two strategy matrices.
Definition 3 (Truthful Strategy). A strategy is called truthful if the strategy matrix is an identity matrix.
In a truthful strategy, a worker solves the tasks and reports her answers as obtained.
Definition 4 (Heuristic Strategy). A strategy is called heuristic if all rows of the strategy matrix are identical.
In a heuristic strategy, a worker reports independently of the obtained answer. That also includes the strategy in
which workers don’t obtain any answer and report randomly.
In crowdsourcing, the level of effort to be invested is also a strategic decision for the workers. Our definition of
the strategy matrix may seem to not model effort explicitly. As we will discuss later, this only simplifies the analysis
without restricting the applicability of our results when effort is a continuous variable affecting workers’ proficiency
and eliciting maximum effort is the desired outcome.
Definition 5 (Trustworthiness Matrix). The trustworthiness matrix Ti for a worker i is a K × K right stochastic
matrix with element Ti [g, y], for g, y ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, being the probability of the worker’s report on a task being y
given that the ground truth is g.
Note the difference between the proficiency and trustworthiness matrices. Proficiency models worker’s ability
while trustworthiness is a function of her ability and honesty.
Proposition 1. The trustworthiness matrix Ti of a worker i is given by
Ti = Ai Si
where Ai is the proficiency matrix and Si is the strategy matrix of worker i.
The proof is trivial by using Bayes’ rule since worker’s report and ground truth are conditionally independent,
given the answer she obtained.
Definition 6 (Oracle). An oracle is any trusted agent o, whose proficiency matrix is known and whose strategy matrix
is an identity matrix.
The oracle can be an expert, who is always known to report the answers as observed and whose proficiency is
known. If the oracle is the source of gold standard answers, then by definition, its proficiency matrix can also be
assumed to be an identity matrix.
Definition 7 (Dominant Strategy Incentive Compatibility). A reward mechanism is called dominant strategy incentive
compatible if the expected reward of any worker is strictly maximized by playing a truthful strategy, no matter what
strategies other workers use.
It is a very strong form of incentive compatibility that we desire to achieve. The reward is strictly maximized by
an honest strategy even if others are not honest. The truthful strategy thus dominates, among others, any heuristic
strategy of not solving the tasks and reporting randomly. It also dominates any mixed strategies.
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Preliminaries

As explained in the model, trustworthiness is a function of a worker’s ability and strategy (both being unknown). In
this section, we explain the main building block of our mechanism : the process of estimating the trustworthiness of a
worker, given the trustworthiness of another worker by using the joint distribution of their reported answers on shared
tasks.
Definition 8 (Peer). For every worker i, the mechanism assigns another worker j as her peer. Workers i and j are
assigned sets of tasks Qi and Qj respectively, such that |Qi ∩ Qj |  0.
The definition requires that some tasks are solved by both the worker and her peer. Both workers also solve some
other tasks that are not overlapping.
N ij
N ij (condition)

ω(E1)

ω(E1/E2)
P (G = g) or P (g)

Number of shared tasks between worker and peer (|Qi ∩ Qj |)
Number of shared tasks between worker and peer (|Qi ∩ Qj |) for which condition
is true. For example N ij (Yi = 1, Yj = 2) is the number of shared tasks on which
worker i reported 1 and worker j reported 2.
Empirical relative frequency of an event E1 in the sample of reports provided by
workers i and j on shared tasks. For example ω(Yi = 1) is the relative frequency of
the worker i’s report being 1 on the shared tasks, i.e.
ij
ω(Yi = 1) = N N(Yiji =1)
Empirical conditional relative frequency of event E1 given event E2. For example
ω(Yi = 1|Yj = 2) is the conditional relative frequency of the worker i’s report being
1 on the shared tasks for which worker j’s report is 2, i.e.
N ij (Y =1,Yj =2)
ω(Yi = 1|Yj = 2) = N iji(Yj =2)
The prior probability of the ground truth answer of any randomly selected task being
g. Assumed to be known and fully mixed (P (g) > 0 ∀g ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}).
Table 1: Notations

Let Tj be the known trustworthiness matrix of worker j and let j be the peer of another worker i, whose trustworthiness matrix Ti is not known. Please refer to the notation Table 1 for the following lemma.
Lemma 1. As N ij → ∞, the following holds w.h.p.
ω(Yi = yi |Yj = yj ) =

X

Ti [g, yi ] ·

g∈{1,2,...,K}

 T [g, y ] · P (g) 
j
j
ω(Yj = yj )

(1)

∀ yi , yj ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} and ω(Yj = yj ) 6= 0
Proof (Sketch). The main idea in the proof is that, in the limit, the relative frequency terms ω(·|·) can be substituted
by the corresponding probability terms P (·|·) by the law of large numbers and continuous mapping theorem. The
expressions on the right side of the Equations follow from the application of Bayes’ rule for conditional probability
since the reports of workers i, j on shared tasks are conditionally independent given the ground truth.
Remark : The proof assumes that the shared tasks are of similar difficulty so that a given worker’s proficiency
doesn’t vary much with tasks in a given batch. This assumption is common in most game theoretic mechanisms as
well as in answer aggregation algorithms for crowdsourcing [4]. We assume that workers are strategically indifferent
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towards different tasks that are assigned to them since the tasks are indistinguishable. The assumption about task
indistinguishability is crucial in all mechanisms involving gold tasks. Note that the assumption does not rule out the
possibility of workers playing mixed strategies. This is because any mixed strategy, can be modeled by the strategy
matrix defined earlier (as a convex combination of pure strategies).
The linear system of Equations in 1 can be solved for the only unknowns Ti [g, yi ] ∀ g, yi ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} irrespectively of the strategies played by the workers, provided the system is well-defined. It requires that ω(Yj = yj ) 6= 0
and for a unique solution, the coefficient matrix of this linear system should have linearly independent rows. More
precisely, it requires that the posterior distributions P (G = g|Yj = yj ) over g ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} for any two different
yj ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} are not identical. One interesting example, where such situation may arise, is when the peer j plays
a heuristic strategy. In such a case, the reports are not correlated with the ground truth and the posterior distributions
P (g|Yj = yj ) are same as the prior distribution P (g).
As an example, consider the binary answer space (K = 2). If Tj [1, 1] + Tj [2, 2] 6= 1, solving the system of
Equations in 1 gives the following,
Ti [1, 1] =

b · ω(yi = 1|yj = 1) − (1 − a) · ω(yi = 1|yj = 2)
ab − (1 − a)(1 − b)

Ti [2, 2] = 1 −
where, a =

Tj [1,1]·P (1)
ω(yj =1)

and b =

a · ω(yi = 1|yj = 2) − (1 − b) · ω(yi = 1|yj = 1)
ab − (1 − a)(1 − b)

Tj [2,2]·P (2)
ω(yj =2) .

Ti [1, 1] and Ti [2, 2] together define the trustworthiness matrix of i in binary answer space. For non-binary case
also, many libraries are available to solve system of linear equations efficiently. It may be noted that the requirement
for this estimation method to work in binary answer spaces (K = 2) is weaker than the general case (K > 2). It only
requires that the reports of the peer j are not independent of the ground truth (Tj [1, 1] + Tj [2, 2] 6= 1 =⇒ Tj [1, 1] 6=
Tj [2, 1] =⇒ Tj [2, 2] 6= Tj [1, 2]). As long as the reports of peer j have some correlation with the ground truth, we
can estimate the trustworthiness matrix of worker i in binary answer space. For the general case, the requirement is as
discussed earlier.
We now use this method to develop our mechanism which transitively estimates the trustworthiness of workers
and rewards them using their trustworthiness scores.

5

The Deep Bayesian Trust Mechanism

Our mechanism follows large scale crowdsourcing settings in which a requester publishes several batches of tasks and
workers self-select to solve the tasks. The mechanism (shown in Mechanism 1) maintains a pool of workers’ answers
which are suitable for evaluating other workers. The pool is initialized with some tasks and their answers given by
the oracle. The trustworthiness matrix of the oracle is initialized to be To . The mechanism then publishes several
batches of tasks on the platform such that each batch has some tasks in common with tasks solved by the oracle and
some unique new tasks. Workers self-select themselves to solve one batch each and report their answers for respective
batches. In other words, the oracle becomes a peer of each of these workers. Let’s assume that the oracle solves
so tasks. The mechanism publishes k batches of tasks such that there are so tasks in common with the oracle and sn
unique new tasks in each batch. Thus, it publishes k · sn tasks that are new (not solved by oracle already) and also k · so
instances of the same so tasks that are already solved by the oracle. k becomes a hyper-parameter of the mechanism.
These are the first 3 steps of the mechanism as listed in Mechanism 1. As the workers submit their respective batches,
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the mechanism also rewards the workers asynchronously for their answers using a reward function as described in
step 4 of the mechanism. To calculate the reward, the mechanism uses Lemma1 to estimate the trustworthiness
matrix

P
of the answers given by workers. The reward for worker i is given by Ri =
Ti [k, k] − 1. The worker
k∈{1,2,...,K}

gets her reward and is now out of the mechanism. At this stage, the mechanism takes a decision about reusing the
answers provided by the workers. If the worker’s answers satisfy a certain criterion, they are added (grouped by the
worker id) to the pool. For now, we consider this filtering criterion as a black box that ensures only suitable workers’
answers are added to the answer pool. If the worker’s answers are added to the pool, the mechanism immediately
publishes more batches such that there are some tasks in common with the new (non-gold) tasks just solved by the
previous worker and some more new tasks in each of the batches. This step is the same as described earlier, the
only difference is that now the batches being published have tasks in common with the tasks solved by a worker who
is not the oracle. Thus, the peers are now fellow workers not the oracle. These steps are repeated in parallel and
asynchronously until the mechanism has obtained the desired number of answers for all its unsolved tasks. These
constitute steps 5 and 6 of Mechanism 1.
To summarize, the mechanism starts with an answer pool seeded with the oracle’s answers, uses the answers in
the pool to assess trust in other workers, expands this pool based on the trustworthiness of the workers and repeats the
process. The main result of our paper (Theorem 1) is that irrespectively of which batch a worker gets to solve or who
acts as her peer, it is her dominant strategy to be truthful.
It may be noted that the mechanism doesn’t assign any permanent reputation to workers. It just evaluates the
answers provided by a worker in any given batch and adds them to an answer pool together with an estimate of the
trustworthiness in those answers.
Mechanism 1 : The Deep Bayesian Trust Mechanism
1. Assign a set of tasks to the oracle o and obtain its answers on the tasks.
2. Initialize an answer pool AP with the answers given by oracle.
h
i
AP = o : To : q1 − a1 , q2 − a2 , q3 − a3 , ...
o stands for oracle, To is the trustworthiness of the oracle and qi − ai are the task-answer pairs provided by the
oracle.
3. Publish batches of tasks such that each batch has some tasks in common with one of the randomly chosen peer who
has contributed answers in the answer pool AP . Rest of the tasks in the batches are new.
4. For any worker i who submits her batch, solve the system of Equationsin 1 to find unknowns (i.e. trustworthiness
P
Ti [k, k] − 1.
Ti ). Reward worker i for her answers with Ri =
k∈{1,2,...,K}

5. If the answers of worker i satisfy the pool expansion criterion, add the answers to the pool and assign them
trustworthiness Ti as obtained in Step 4.
For example,
at a given instant, the pool may look as follows :
h
 
 
 i
AP = o : To : q1 − a1 , q2 − a2 , ... , W1 : TW1 : q2 − a2 , q4 − a4 , .... , W2 : TW2 : q2 − a2 , q5 − a5 , ... , ...
Here W1 , W2 .... are the identities of workers, followed by their trustworthiness and their task-answer pairs.
6. Repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 for every submitted batch asynchronously, until desired number of answers are collected
for all tasks.
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Pool Expansion Criterion
We now discuss the pool expansion criterion which was omitted while discussing the idea of the mechanism. The main
idea is to check that if the answers provided by worker i can be used to estimate the trustworthiness of another worker
or not. As discussed in Section 4, this depends on whether the coefficient matrix of the linear system of equations
has linearly independent rows or not. The interesting observation here is that this depends only on the answers of this
worker and not on another worker who may get this worker as her peer. For example, assume that the answers of
worker i are added to the pool and let f be another worker who gets i as her peer. In that case, the mechanism will
solve the following equations to estimate the trustworthiness of f :
 T [g, y ] · P (g) 
X
i
i
ω(Yf = yi |Yi = yi ) =
Tf [g, yf ] ·
ω(Yi = yi )
g∈{1,2,...,K}

∀ yi , yj ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}
[g,yi ]·P (g)
of this linear system don’t depend on the answers given by worker f and the mechThe coefficients Tiω(Y
i =yi )
anism can determine in advance whether the system will be solvable by just looking at these coefficients. If ω(Yi =
yi ) 6= 0 and the coefficient matrix is full rank, the answers of worker i are added. Note that we don’t require answers
of only truthful or high proficiency workers to be added to the pool. Answers from strategic workers can also be added
to the answer pool as long as the pool expansion criterion is satisfied by the answers given by the workers.

6

Theoretical Properties

We will assume N ij → ∞ in all further discussion about the theoretical properties of the mechanism. We will later
discuss the empirical performance of our mechanism while relaxing this assumption. It may be noted that this is not
an assumption requiring every task to be solved by large number of workers but only that a worker and her respective
peer solve many shared tasks.
Theorem 1. The Deep Bayesian Trust Mechanism is dominant strategy incentive compatible for every worker and
ensures strictly positive expected reward for the truthful strategy.
Proof. As N ij → ∞, using lemma 1, the reward Ri of any worker i in the Deep Bayesian Trust Mechanism is given
by :


X
Ti [k, k] − 1
Ri =
k∈{1,2,..,,K}

=



X

X


Ai [k, m]Si [m, k] − 1

k∈{1,2,..,,K} m∈{1,2,..,,K}

(Using Proposition 1)
For binary answer space (K = 2), this can be expanded as :
Ri = Ai [1, 1]Si [1, 1] + Ai [1, 2]Si [2, 1] + Ai [2, 1]Si [1, 2] + Ai [2, 2]Si [2, 2] − 1
Rearranging the terms,
h
i h
i
Ri = Ai [1, 1]Si [1, 1] + Ai [2, 1]Si [1, 2] + Ai [1, 2]Si [2, 1] + Ai [2, 2]Si [2, 2] − 1
Assuming Ai [1, 1] + Ai [2, 2] > 1 (explained in remark 2 below), we get that Ai [1, 1] > Ai [2, 1] and Ai [2, 2] >
Ai [1, 2].
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Now, note that Ai [1, 1]Si [1, 1]+Ai [2, 1]Si [1, 2] is a convex combination of Ai [1, 1] and Ai [1, 2] with Si [1, 1] and
Si [2, 1] being the convex coefficients. Since Ai [1, 1] > Ai [2, 1], this convex sum is maximized by using Si [1, 1] = 1
and Si [1, 2] = 0. A similar argument follows for the second independent term in the reward. Thus, the total reward is
maximized by the identity strategy matrix (the truthful strategy). The reward in truthful strategy is thus,
Ri = Ai [1, 1] + Ai [2, 2] − 1
which is strictly positive.
For non-binary answer space (K > 2), the
P proof follows similarly assuming Ai [g, g] > Ai [a, g], ∀a 6= g.
The reward for truthful strategy is Ri =
Ai [k, k] − 1 which is also strictly positive under the same
k∈{1,2,..,,K}

assumption.
Theorem 2. In the Deep Bayesian Trust mechanism, a heuristic strategy results in zero expected reward.
Proof. As N ij → ∞, using lemma 1, the reward Ri of any worker i in the Deep Bayesian Trust Mechanism is given
by :


X
Ri =
Ti [k, k] − 1
k∈{1,2,..,,K}

=



X

X


Ai [k, m]Si [m, k] − 1

k∈{1,2,..,,K} m∈{1,2,..,,K}

=1−1=0
We substituted



P

P


Ai [k, m]Si [m, k] with 1 because Si for a heuristic strategy has identical

k∈{1,2,..,,K} m∈{1,2,..,,K}

rows and Si , Ai are row stochastic by definition.

Remarks
1. The rewards only need to be scaled up by a constant to maintain the incentive properties when there is non-zero
cost associated with the effort of solving the tasks. Similarly, when proficiency is a continuous increasing function
of effort, increasing effort to get maximum proficiency remains the dominant strategy because reward (as shown in
the proof of Theorem 1) is an increasing function of the proficiency.
2. The proof of Theorem 1 uses a natural assumption about the ability of workers (Ai [1, 1] + Ai [2, 2] > 1). Note
that this is not an assumption on the honesty of the workers and is a fairly weak assumption even on their ability.
The assumption merely ensures that the worker can obtain answers that are positively correlated with the ground
truth. Such assumptions are common in all mechanisms [3]. Unlike other mechanisms, the assumption here only
affects the best strategy of a given worker, not of all the workers. For example, if the assumption is not satisfied for
a worker, she may find it better to deviate to a non-truthful strategy1 but there is no effect on the best strategy for
other workers.
3. If every single worker irrationally plays a heuristic strategy, then indeed our mechanism will not be able to expand
its pool and force it to behave like other mechanisms which assign gold tasks to every worker. But the theoretical
properties of the mechanism remain unaffected for rational workers even in such a degenerate case.
1 Such

informed deviation by a low proficiency worker to increase the accuracy of her reported answers is not really bad for the requester.
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Fairness of Rewards

Recently, significant concerns have been raised about fairness and other ethical considerations while implementing
algorithms that affect humans [1],[23]. The discussion on fair rewards in crowdsourcing has mostly been limited
to issues such as minimum wages and adequate compensation for time and effort [28]. But there has not been any
principled approach to address the issue of fairness in rewards from a non-discrimination perspective. For example, a
worker with higher ability getting a lower reward than a worker with lower ability because of the difference in the way
they were evaluated. The unfairness may be unintentional and random but may impact the perception of individual
workers. Peer consistency mechanisms randomly select peers and reward the workers based on their answers and the
answers of their respective peers. The reward of the workers is generally a function of their own ability as well as
their peers’ ability, thus making the rewards unfair. This unfairness issue in peer consistency mechanisms was also
pointed out by [13]. The issue becomes more serious in mechanisms in which workers know in advance that they are
being evaluated using peers with different proficiencies, for example in [5]. Our mechanism doesn’t need to inform
the workers about their peer but as we show, the mechanism can satisfy an even stronger definition of fairness.
Definition 9 (Fair Reward Mechanism). A reward mechanism is called fair if the expected reward of any worker is
directly proportional to the accuracy of the answers reported by her and independent of other environmental variables.
Here, the environmental variables include the factors such as abilities or honesty levels of co-workers and don’t
include any scaling constants that may be applied identically on the rewards of all workers. The scaling constants are
necessary for satisfying budget constraints or cost compensation.
This is a reasonable definition of fairness and is in agreement with the broader theory for individual fairness of
algorithms. For example, the pioneering work of [7] defines that fair algorithms take similar decisions for individuals
with similar relevant attributes. The relevant attribute in our case is the worker’s accuracy. The definition is also
non-trivial to satisfy. In existing peer consistency based mechanisms, the rewards also depend on the unknown ability
of the peer (even if the peer can be believed to be truthful). For example, in the mechanism of [3], the reward is an
increasing function of the proficiencies of both the worker and her peer.
Theorem 3. The Deep Bayesian Trust Mechanism is fair.
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 1, which ensures that reward of worker i converges in the limit to


X
Ti [k, k] − 1
k∈{1,2,..,,K}

By definition, Ti [k, k], ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} measure the accuracy of the answers reported by the worker. Thus, even
though the mechanism has only estimates of the accuracy of the workers’ answers and the estimates are indeed obtained
using the answers of the peers and their trustworthiness but the consistency property of these estimates ensures the
asymptotic fairness of the mechanism.
This is perhaps a surprising result because in the existing framework of the peer consistency mechanisms, one
would reason that it is impossible for the rewards to not depend on the accuracy of the peer unless the peer is always
correct.
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Experiments

In this section, we examine the performance of our mechanism empirically. We simulate the settings in which workers
with different proficiencies Ai report answers to different tasks. The proficiency matrices of different workers were
generated independently such that the diagonal entries Ai [k, k] ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} were β(5, 1) distributed. In an1
other setting, Ai [k, k] ∀k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} were uniformly distributed in ( K
, 1]. Note that the entries Ai [k, k] ∀k ∈
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{1, 2, ..., K} for a given worker i are not necessarily the same as they are also independently generated. Rest of the
entries are generated randomly such that every row of proficiency matrix sums to 1.
We consider following strategies that workers may play :
1. Truthful- Workers obtain answer for any given task based on their respective proficiency matrices and report the
answers truthfully.
2. Heuristic - Workers’ reported answers are generated independently of their proficiency using a common distribution over the answer space.
3. Permutation - Workers obtain answer for any given task based on their respective proficiency matrices but they
apply a common permutation on the answers before reporting it to the mechanism. For example, in a ternary answer
space, a permutation f can be as follows : f (1) = 2, f (2) = 3, f (3) = 1, i.e., whenever the obtained answer is
1, workers report 2, for 2, they report 3 and for 3, they report 1. In a binary answer space, this corresponds to
reporting the opposite of the obtained answer.
In general, the simulations performed in the literature for peer based mechanism compare the average reward in
different equilibria. For example, the reward statistics of workers when everyone uses a truthful strategy may be compared with the reward statistics when everyone uses a heuristic strategy. But our stronger theoretical result (dominant
strategy incentive compatibility) demands stronger simulations also. We go beyond comparing just equilibrium rewards and instead compare the rewards of workers playing different strategies against one another at the same time.
More precisely, in our simulations, we don’t require every worker to play same strategy. Any worker can play a
heuristic, permutation or truthful strategy with equal probability. Such simulations can’t be handled by mechanisms
that guarantee only Nash equilibrium results2 . We show that in our mechanism, there is a clear distinction between the
rewards of workers playing different strategies with truthful workers being nicely rewarded and others being penalized.

Permutation

Permutation

(a) Proficiency Distribution : Beta

(b) Proficiency Distribution : Uniform

Figure 1: Distribution of rewards for workers with different proficiencies playing different strategies
Workers were simulated to be hired in 4 rounds, with 5, 25, 125 and 625 workers in successive rounds. Figure 1a
compares the distribution of rewards of workers playing the three strategies in the first setting (β(5, 1) distributed
2 Truthful

equilibrium makes truthtelling the best response if others don’t deviate.
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proficiencies). Clearly, the rewards of workers playing the heuristic strategy are centered around 0, as expected from
Theorem 2. The reward of workers playing truthful strategy are centered around a strictly positive value as predicted
by Theorem 1. On the contrary, the rewards of workers playing the permutation strategy are symmetrically centered
around a strictly negative value. It may be noted that in existing peer consistency mechanisms, permutation strategies
(in equilibria) are equally profitable as the truthful strategy, which is not the case with our mechanism. Figure 1b
compares the reward distribution in the second setting (uniformly distributed proficiencies). Observations similar
to the prior setting are made in this setting as well. The difference is that for the truthful strategy, rewards in the
former settings are slightly more skewed towards the positive side. It is an expected observation because the rewards
of truthful workers are shown to be an increasing function of their proficiencies in the proof of Theorem 1 and the
proficiency distribution in β(5, 1) is indeed skewed.

Permutation

Permutation

30 40

30 40

(a) Proficiency Distribution : Beta

(b) Proficiency Distribution : Uniform

Figure 2: Average reward of workers playing different strategies under different number of shared tasks
We now show the robustness of our technique w.r.t. the number of shared tasks between workers. We
discussed the asymptotic properties of the mechanism earlier. Hence, the simulation study is important to show the
performance the mechanism for a finite number of shared tasks in practice. Figure 2a compares the average of rewards
of the workers (with β(5, 1) distributed proficiencies) playing different strategies under different settings of the number
of shared tasks. The trend shown in previous simulation can be observed to be very robust to the number of shared
tasks. Error bars show the standard deviation in 10 repeated runs. As we observe empirically, the reward mechanism
is attractive even when the number of shared tasks is not large. This also means that with only 30 gold tasks (and given
only to 5 workers), the mechanism can reward 5 + 25 + 125 + 625 + ... workers. Figure 2b compares the average of
rewards of the workers (with uniformly distributed proficiencies) playing different strategies under different settings
of the number of shared tasks. The results are similar to that for β(5, 1), further attesting the claim.
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Amazon Mechanical Turk Study

Any conclusive study on the effects of reward mechanisms requires a large budget and needs to be conducted over
a long period. Such a study is beyond the scope of this paper. We performed a limited scale study on Amazon Mechanical Turk to make some preliminary observations about the ease of implementing the mechanism and workers’
response to the mechanism. We created some synthetic tasks which resemble tasks requiring human intelligence (nat-
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ural language understanding) and elicited the answers of the crowd on MTurk with and without our reward mechanism
in place. The advantage of using synthetically generated tasks was that we had access to ground truth and could
judge the performance of workers with and without our mechanism objectively. The structure of our task (named
‘story disentanglement task’) was the following : we mixed a few sentences from different real news stories into one
paragraph and asked the workers to count the number of news stories in the paragraph. Solving this task requires
identifying the context of different sentences and whether they are related. The number of sentences in paragraphs
was kept independent of the number of stories, making it harder to guess by just looking at the paragraph length. We
asked workers to give a binary answer (‘Yes’ if the number of stories is less than 3 and ‘No’ otherwise). We also asked
them to identify the sentences belonging to different stories. We will discuss only the binary answers of the workers.
Each HIT corresponds to giving an answer for one such paragraph. We conducted the experiments under two settings.
• In the first setting, workers were told that they would be paid 0.03$ per HIT and there would be additional performance based payments without discussing a specific reward rule. We will refer to this setting as the unspecified
reward setting.
• In the second setting, each HIT was worth 0.03$ and we explained our Deep Bayesian Trust mechanism to the
workers in plain English with almost no use of mathematical language or notations. We will refer to this setting as
the DB Trust setting.
In the DB Trust setting, batches of 80 HITs were designed such that each batch had 40 HITs in common with another
batch to satisfy peer relationship. In both settings, we had 3 workers giving answers for each paragraph, giving us a
total 3 × 480 HITs from 480 paragraphs. We thus collected a dataset of 1440 worker responses on these HITs, 720
in each setting. In total, 129 workers participated in the experiment. We judge the mechanism on two most important
criteria. First, the ability to discourage workers from heuristic reporting and second, the ability to get more accurate
answers from crowd.

Unspecified
DB Trust

Figure 3: Time Spent on HITs

Observations
1. Figure 3 compares the time workers spent on solving the tasks in the two settings. The fraction of HITs that were
given very little time has significantly decreased with our mechanism and the fraction of HITS that were given
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more time has significantly increased (the green distribution with dots is more skewed towards the right side as
compared to the red distribution with slashes, which is more skewed towards the left). This can be interpreted [10]
as a success in eliciting effort from the crowd and discouraging low quality/heuristic reporting. We used a browser
based JavaScript solution to measure the actual time spent on solving tasks to get tight estimates of time spent in
the DB Trust setting, without workers being aware of it. Amazon uses the difference between time of accepting and
submitting a HIT as estimates of time spent, which (even after filtering very large values) tend to be highly inflated.
As one can see, even with such tight estimates in the DB Trust setting, the time spent by workers is better.
2. The average accuracy of workers was found to increase from 70.86% in the unspecified setting to 79.17% in the
DB Trust setting.
3. The average accuracy of all responses was also found to increase from 75.69% to 79.17% with our scheme.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed the problem of quality control in crowdsourcing. To address the root of the problem, it is
necessary to design reward schemes that align the incentives of the workers and encourage them to provide high quality
data. We proposed the Deep Bayesian Trust mechanism to achieve this in large scale crowdsourcing. The mechanism
rewards the workers for the correctness of their reports without checking every worker with gold standard tasks.
Instead, it uses the correlation in the answers of the workers and peers to estimate their accuracy. The mechanism is
game theoretically sound and robust to any strategic manipulation. Workers strictly maximize their reward by putting
their best effort and reporting truthfully. The mechanism also ensures fair reward to workers. The reward of any
worker is independent of the accuracy of other workers and depends solely on her own accuracy, thus contributing
towards the bigger movement of making algorithmic decisions fair and ethical. The Deep Bayesian Trust mechanism
is easy to implement in practice and can interact with crowdsourcing platforms through their APIs without manual
intervention of the requester. We demonstrated the properties of the mechanism through simulations in settings of
practical interest. We show that the mechanism effectively rewards the truthful workers and penalizes the non-truthful
ones, even when workers with different abilities and strategies act at the same time. We further studied the response
of real crowdworkers (from Amazon Mechanical Turk) towards our scheme and found that it can encourage workers
to spend more time on the tasks and leads to better average accuracy of their responses.
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